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“Eugene Scammell, take this!” Leon scoffed. 

Eugene’s arrogance enraged Leon and he was not about to let Eugene go

, so he charged at Eugene, launching attack after attack. 

“Damn it!” Eugene’s expression darkened. 

He already knew that Leon had a defensive tool and did not dare to face 

Leon directly, so he kept backing away to dodge Leon’s attack. 

As a martial artist in the Peak Overlord State, Leon would not be able to 

injure him further even with the Mirror of Sovereign’s help. However, h

e was injured and his left shoulder shattered, so 

he could no longer fightatn full strength. 

Leon, on the other hand, did not waste any energy guarding and focused 

on advancing fiercely. 

Soon, Eugene found himself in a position where he had no chanceofn fig

hting back. When he realized that he was no match for Leon, he wanted t

o run, but could not leave Nigel behind. 

“Stay down!” Leon took advantage of the split second that Eugene was d

istracted and struck him with a Double Attack. 

Eugene barely managed to escape the first wave of spiritual energy, but 

was struck by the second wave of true energy and was instantly rendered

 helpless. 

“He’s amazing!” Penny was shaken to the core by the sight. Not even D

amian was capable of defeating Eugene, yet Leon accomplished it with e

ase. 



Though he managed to win because of the defensive tool he owned, effe

ctive tools were rare and Leon must be capable to obtain such a tool, to b

egin with. 

“Indeed! He seems experienced in battle. His combat skills and reflex ar

e so great that he surpasses me,‘ 

Damian muttered in awe. 

T 

Apart from power levels, combat skills, and reflexes were also extremel

y important in a duel between 

martial artists. 

Through the fight between Leon and Eugene, Damian could tell that Leo

n had great instinct and would utilize his power to its best whenever ther

e was a chance, or Leon would not have beaten Eugene with such 

ease. 

Damian was extremely shocked to find someone as young as Leon to be 

so experienced in battle. 

He was unaware of all the fights Leon took part in Springfield City and 

how he narrowly escaped death at the hands of Harold Lowe and the Fiel

ds. 

Leon’s instinct was built through experience and though he might not be 

considered an extremely powerful martial artist in terms of power level, 

he was far more superior compared to others when it came to experience

. 

“Nigel, it’s your turn now!” With Eugene down, Leon turned and steppe

d toward Nigel maliciously. 

Nigel barely managed to sit up after resting on the ground. 
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“Leon, what are you doing? Don’t come any 

closer!” Terrified, Nigel kept backing away. 

“What do you think 

I’m doing? I’ve given you the chance to apologize, but you wouldn’t tak

e it! 

If that’s the case, there’s no mercy for you!” Leon said coldly, before sto

mping onto Nigel’s legs in full force without hesitation. 

“Don’t!” Nigel gaped in terror, but before he could say anything else, his

 bones were shattered. He wailed in misery and passed out immediately. 

“How dare you, Leon?! Just wait. We’ll make you pay!” Eugene glared 

daggers at Leon as he watched Leon destroy Nigel’s legs. Despite how d

esperate he was to tear Leon into shreds, he was severely injured and co

uld not possibly defeat Leon. 

“I’ll be waiting to see how you are going to make me pay! Consider this 

a warning. I won’t do anything else to the two of you out of my respect f

or the first bloodline, but if something like this happens again, I’ll elimin

ate every single one of the members in the second bloodline!” Leon war

ned coldly. 

He mentioned from the start that he would break Nigel’s legs to seek just

ice for Ruth and Cynthia. Since his purpose was accomplished, he did no

t intend on going after Eugene. 

However, if Nigel and Eugene dared to cause any trouble for him again, 

Leon was determined to not show them any mercy. 

“Why you!” Eugene’s face flushed from anger at Leon’s arrogance, but 

was rendered speechless when Leon proved himself stronger than them. 



“How arrogant!” Just then, they heard a roar. 

A luxurious car raced toward them and once it stopped, Rick stepped out

 of the car with two bodyguards. 

“Dad, why are you here? I’m so glad!” Eugene was 

overjoyed and hurried over despite the pain radiating in his body. 

“Eugene, what’s going on? Who 

did this to you?” Rick asked darkly when he saw the state Eugene was in

. 

Before Leon hurried over to the Scammells Mansion, Penny 

went to the house where the second bloodline resided to look for Nigel. 

Rick was soon informed about it. He noticed that something might have 

gone wrong and out of concern that Nigel might be in danger, he instantl

y rushed to Nigel’s rescue. 

“Here’s the thing,” Eugene proceeded to explain what happened. 

“What?! Leon was the one who injured you? H- How’s that possible?!” 

Rick was stunned. 

Seeing how Damian was present as well, Rick assumed that Damian was

 the one who injured Eugene and did not expect it to be a junior like Leo

n in his wildest dream. 
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“Leon has a defensive took and only managed to injure me with its help,

” Eugene explained. 

“A tool? I see!” Realization dawned on Rick as he finally comprehended

 how Leon could defeat Eugene, who was in the Peak Overlord State. 



“Dad, Leon broke Nigel’s legs! You have to avenge Nigel!” Eugene gritt

ed out. 

“What?! Damn you, Leon Wolf! How dare you?!” Enraged, Rick waved 

his arm and fired up his true energy to attack Leon. 

“Hang on!” Damian jolted and took a 

step forward to stand before Leon, “Uncle Rick, Nigel was the one at fau

lt here. It’s bad enough that Eugene wouldn’t listen to reasons and insist 

on bullying Leon, are you going to bully a junior as well?” Damian ques

tioned sharply. 

“So what if I do? He broke Nigel’s legs and injured Eugene deeply. Can’

t you tell how ruthless he is? I’m going to destroy him to avenge Nigel a

nd Eugene!” Rick roared furiously. 

“It looks like you’re determined to make everything his fault! Nigel was 

the one who started all this and Leon was only defending himself! How 

can you possibly blame him?!” Damian sneered. 

Ever since he learned that Nigel captured Leon’s friends, he knew 

that Nigel’s purpose was to hurt Leon all along. Following Eugene and 

Rick’s appearance, he confirmed that the three must be blaming Leon fo

r their failure in taking over power during Patrick’s birthday and were 

attempting to vent their anger on Leon. 

“That’s enough! Damian, I’m warning you! This is none of your 

business. You better get out of the way! If you stand in the way, I’ll deal

 with you as well!” Rick said viciously. 

“I’m not stepping aside! Do whatever you want to do. I want to see just 

how shameless can you be!” Damian stood his ground fearlessly. 

He knew that Leon was facing retaliation from the second bloodline bec

ause he cured Damian, and in turn ruined Eugene’s plan to replace Dami

an as the heir. 



Since Leon was simply dragged into the mess, Damian refused to stand i

dly by while Rick attacked Leon. 

“Very well! You asked for this!” Rick 

sneered and gathered his true energy in his palm as he planned to get rid 

of Damian, before taking his time to torture Leon. 

Since Damian was the future heir of the Scammells‘ business and had th

e support of 

Patrick and the elders, Rick knew that he could not kill Damian, but he h

ad an illegitimate reason to disable Damian and so long as Damian was n

ot severely injured, Patrick would not be able to punish the second blood

line for it. 

“Hang on!” Seeing how Rick was about to charge at Damian, Leon stepp

ed forward because he knew that Damian would not stand a chance agai

nst Rick. “Damian, let me deal with 

this old twat! The members of the second bloodline are unreasonable to 

a point that they are practically barbarians! If he is that desperate to meet

 his demise, I’m going to 

rip the second bloodline out, roots and stems!” Leon said maliciously. 
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“What? Leon, have you gone mad?” Damian could not believe what Leo

n just said. 

Though Leon had a defensive 

tool and managed to defeat Eugene with its help, Rick was one of the tw

o martial artists in the Emperor State in the family since he reached the l

evel a few months ago. 

There was a gigantic gap between the Peak Overlord State and the Empe

ror State. Since Leon was not on a high enough level, he would not be ab

le to utilize the tool to its full potential and it was considered impressive 



that Leon managed to fend off the attack from a martial artist in the Peak

 Overlord State. 

Damian simply did not think that Leon would be able to do the same to 

Rick, who was in the Emperor State, 

and to rely on a defensive tool alone would be deadly. 

“I’m completely sane! Don’t worry, Damian. Taking care of this old twa

t will be a piece of cake!” Leon said. confidently. 

As Damian predicted, the Mirror of Sovereign could only fend off attack

s from martial artists in the Peak Overlord State or lower and it would be

 of no help to Leon when he was facing an opponent in the Emperor Stat

e. However, apart from the Mirror of Sovereign, he had another card to p

lay: the Potential Energy Forces he received from Master Haslewood. 

The Potential Energy Forces were extremely powerful and limited, so it 

would be a waste to use one of the three he had on Rick, but Rick wante

d him dead and Leon had to utilize every tool he had to protect himself. 

“How arrogant! Let’s see how you are going to beat me!” Enraged, Rick

 released his true energy, which swarmed Leon and Damian. 

“Come at me!” Leon scoffed and reached into his pocket to retrieve 

the pendant that contained the Potential Energy Forces. 

A fight was about to break out when another car darted toward them. 

“Stop!” Patrick roared, before stepping out of the car with the other Sca

mmells‘ elders. 

“You’re finally here, Grandpa! Thank god!” Relieved, Penny hurried ov

er to Patrick. 

Back when Damian was falling short in his fight with Eugene, Penny act

ed quickly to seek help from Patrick. 



At the time, Patrick was having a meeting with the other elders and they 

immediately rushed over once Patrick received Penny’s message. 

“Penny, what’s going on? What happened here?” Patrick 

questioned authoritatively. 

“Grandpa, here’s what happened,” Penny briefly explained the situation. 

“What?! Are you saying that Leon broke Nigel’s legs and injured Eugen

e?” 

“Are we hearing this right?” 

Patrick and the other elders were all shocked. 

Patrick was misled by Damian in the past and assumed that Leon was on

ly in the Initial Innate State, so he 

was 

shaken to find that Leon managed to injure both Nigel and Eugene on hi

s own. 

His impression of Leon took a drastic turn, but he recovered from the ini

tial shock almost immediately considering how far the situation escalate

d. 
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would “What’s the meaning of this, Rick? The second bloodline has gon

e so far and sunk so low that you bully juniors?! Do you have no respect 

for the first bloodline at all?!” Patrick roared and glared at Rick coldly. 

“I disagree with you, Patrick! Leon broke Nigel’s legs and injured Euge

ne in the most ruthless 

manner! I just want to seek justice for them. How am I wrong?“? Rick pr

otested. 



“Enough with your excuses! Nigel started this and Eugene came after Le

on without listening to reason. Even if they were injured, they had it com

ing!” Patrick said. 

Though he agreed that Leon had gone slightly too far, Patrick’s patience 

for the second bloodline ran out ever 

since they plotted to take over power during his birthday party. The fact 

that Leon injured Eugene and Nigel avenged the first bloodline, in some 

way. 

“Patrick, do you insist on protecting Leon?” Rick’s expression darkened. 

“I do! Rick, don’t think for a second that 

I don’t know what’s going on inside your head! You are just venting you

r frustration on 

Leon after what happened during my birthday and you sent Nigel to go a

fter Leon! How the plots thicken!” Patrick sneered. 

Even Damian managed to comprehend Nigel’s 

true intention, so a man as experienced as Patrick could see right through

 Rick’s plot. 

“T- That’s not!” Rick paled and muttered. 

“I don’t care about what you say! This ends here! If you won’t walk awa

y, I’ll show you no mercy!” Patrick said sternly. 

“But I-” Rick tried to argue, but was interrupted by Patrick right away. 

“What? Do you have anything else to say?!” Patrick narrowed his eyes a

nd sent his true energy toward Rick. 

Rick’s breath caught in his throat at the intimidating wave of energy bef

ore him and backed away. 

Though he was in the Emperor State as well, he just reached his current 

level recently, while Patrick accomplished it years ago. 



If he continued to disobey Patrick, he knew that he would only suffer on

ce Patrick ran out of patience. 

“Fine. I’ll let this go,” He said after taking a deep breath. 

Though reluctant to let Leon go, Rick knew that he had no choice but to 

give up. 

Both Nigel and Eugene were livid. 

Nigel regained consciousness and his resentment toward Leon deepened 

as maddening pain radiated from his legs, but since Patrick was taking L

eon’s side, he could only give up. 
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“Hang on! I object to this!” Leon stepped forward. 

“Leon? What is it?” Patrick was taken by surprise. 

He forced Rick and the 

others to leave to protect Leon, and he was shocked that Leon would obj

ect to the arrangement when Rick already gave up. 

“Elder Scammell, rear a tiger and you will court disaster! I think that yo

u should be more decisive and 

put an end to this. You need to nip danger in the bud!” Leon said sincere

ly. 

Ever since Eugene tried to replace Damian, Leon could tell that Eugene 

and Rick were both blinded by their ambition. The fact that Nigel targete

d Leon was proof that they were frustrated about the failure and given th

e chance, they would cause trouble again. 

As a precaution, Leon thought that Patrick should cut his ties with the se

cond bloodline or eliminate them. 



“What?!” 

Rick, Eugene, and Nigel paled in unison. 

Though Leon was being subtle, they could tell that Leon was trying to c

onvince Patrick to eliminate them. 

Shocked by how ruthless Leon could be, they turned to look at Patrick w

orriedly. 

“No way! Stop saying this kind of thing, Leon!” Patrick said with disple

asure. 

He could tell that Rick and Eugene were ambitious, but Damian’s legs w

ere paralyzed, and was not fit to be the future leader of the family, so it 

was understandable for them to try taking over 

out of consideration for the family; most importantly, Rick was his broth

er by blood and he could not kill them to prevent them from rebelling. 

“I’m serious! Elder Scammell, if something is concerning you, I can kill 

them for you,” Leon deadpanned. 

He only had two Potential Energy Forces left and since they were extre

mely valuable, he did not wish to waste one on Rick. However, both Patr

ick and Damian were Iris’s 

family and Leon was more than happy to use a Potential Energy Force to

 eliminate any threat to them. 

“You?” Patrick could not believe what he was hearing. 

Though he was slightly more powerful than Rick, there was not a big dif

ference 

in their strength and even he would find it challenging to kill Rick. Even 

if he managed to defeat Rick, Rick could easily escape from him. 

However, Leon dared to claim that he could eliminate Rick and Patrick s

imply could not comprehend how Leon could be so confident. 
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“Leon, you better know your place. I’m letting you go because Patrick s

aid so! If you keep trying to create conflict between the Scammells, I wo

n’t spare you!” Rick roared in rage. 

“Like you can hurt me! What 

a joke!” Leon scoffed and ignored Rick’s threat. 

“Why you!” Furious, Rick gathered his energy in his fist and was about t

o attack. 

“Come at me, you old twat!” Leon snorted and was about to retrieve the 

Potential Energy Force. 

“Both of you, shut up!” Patrick shouted and stopped the two, “Leon, I’ve

 made myself clear. This ends here! Rick and the others lost their ways f

or a bit, but they know that they are wrong now. Stop meddling!” Patrick 

said coldly. 

“But,” Leon wanted to argue, but Patrick interrupted him right away. 

“That’s enough! This is my final decision!” Patrick said decisively. 

Not only was Rick his brother by blood, but Rick’s status and influence 

on the family also came second to him, and tearing the Scammells apart 

would not benefit Patrick in any way. 

“Oh okay, then.” Leon had no option but to give up seeing how determin

ed Patrick was. 

He meant to eliminate a potential threat to the first bloodline, but since P

atrick did not appreciate it, there was nothing he could do. 



“How dare he!” Rick sighed a breath of relief that Patrick did not listen t

o Leon, but his resentment toward Leon simply grew. 

If Patrick did not insist on protecting Leon, he would kill Leon right ther

e and then. 

What he was unaware of was that Leon would be able to kill him with ea

se using the Potential Energy Force and Patrick saved their lives by stop

ping Leon. 

“Eugene, let’s go!” 

Rick took one last glare at Leon and signaled his guards to carry Nigel. 

“Grandpa, hang on!” Nigel called out. 

Rick stilled and turned to look at him in confusion. “What’s wrong, Nige

l?” 

“There’s something that I need to tell Grandpa Patrick!” Nigel said and t

urned to look at Patrick, “Grandpa Patrick, Iris isn’t Leon’s only girlfrie

nd. That Sheer woman next to him is his girlfriend as well! He’s cheatin

g on Iris, so he’s hardly an honorable man! You should all be careful or 

he might scam you out of everything!” Nigel pointed at Cynthia and exp

osed their relationship. 

He learned from Ruth that Cynthia was Leon’s girlfriend as well. Since 

he could not retaliate, he decided to expose Leon’s secret. 

Naturally, it would be ideal if Iris and the Scammells‘ first bloodline cut 

all ties with Leon because of it. 

Without Patrick’s support, Leon would be vulnerable 

and they could seek revenge on him anytime they wanted. 
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Nigel’s words stunned Patrick and the others. 

“Leon, is that true? Are you cheating on Iris?” 

Patrick, Damian, and Penny immediately turned to look at Leon in disbel

ief. 

“Well,” Leon did not expect Nigel to know about him and Cynthia and 

was caught off–guard, so he did not know how to explain himself. 

Patrick’s expression darkened at Leon’s silence. “Is Nigel telling the trut

h?!” 

“No. Elder 

Scammell, Cynthia is just a good friend of mine. She isn’t my girlfriend,

” Leon said hesitantly. 

Though he knew that Cynthia was determined to continue this relationsh

ip, he still wished for her to find someone else she loved and forget abou

t him. 

Iris and Cynthia were both wonderful women and he should consider hi

mself lucky to have any one of them, so he never intended to date them 

both at the same time. It was unfair to anyone involved and he could not 

be so selfish. 

Leon never changed his mind about it and because of that, he never truly

 accepted Cynthia as his girlfriend. 

“Good!” Patrick relaxed slightly at Leon’s denial. 

Ruth, on the other hand, was upset. “Leon, what’s wrong with you? Cynt

hia’s your girlfriend and the Sheers have even approved it, so why won’t

 you admit to it?! 

Are you a man at all?!” Ruth questioned sharply on Cynthia’s behalf. 



“What- Ruth, can you 

stop making things up?” Leon’s expression darkened at Ruth’s involvem

ent. 

Though the Sheers accepted his relationship with 

Cynthia, it was all so complicated and he was not prepared to commit to 

Cynthia, so he felt wrongfully accused when Ruth lectured him about it. 

Most importantly, Ruth did so in front of Patrick and the others and he w

as bound to be in trouble because of 

that. 

“I’m not making things up. I’m telling 

the truth! If you consider yourself a man, you need to make things clear f

or Cynthia now!” Ruth said. 

“Ruth, forget it! Leon is in a difficult position. Stop causing him trouble!

” Cynthia tugged at Ruth’s arm to stop her from causing a scene. 

Cynthia knew that Leon was bound by morality and social norms, and sh

e could understand why he struggled to accept such an odd relationship. 

Since Iris already accepted her, Cynthia did not care what Leon thought 

and knew that he would cave eventually as long as she persisted. 

She did not intend on forcing Leon into accepting her, or he might run a

way. 

“So, it’s true!” 

Patrick, Damian, and Penny paled as they 

realized the nature of the relationship between Leon and Cynthia. 
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“Damn you, Leon, how dare you cheat on Iris behind her back?! How co

uld you?!” Patrick glared daggers at 

Leon. 

“It’s not what you think, Elder Scammell, let me 

explain,” Leon wanted to explain, but was interrupted by Patrick becaus

e he could say anything. 

“It’s all out in the open now and I don’t want to hear any excuse!” Patric

k roared and turned to Iris. “Iris, did you hear that? Leon’s seeing anothe

r woman behind your back. How despicable! You must break up with hi

m right this instant!” Patrick was increasingly agitated as he spoke. 

“Um, Grandpa, calm down. I know about 

this, so Leon isn’t cheating behind my back,” Iris said sheepishly. 

She did not expect the situation to escalate to this extent and did not kno

w how to handle it. 

“You know about this? What do you mean?” Patrick froze in shock, whil

e Damian and Penny exchanged confused looks. 

“Well, I approved Cynthia’s relationship with Leon. Both of us are datin

g Leon willingly,” Iris summoned the courage to confess the truth. 

“What?! You’re aware of this? Iris, have you gone mad?!” Patrick could 

not believe what he was hearing. 

He thought that Leon was cheating behind Iris’s back; to his bewilderme

nt, Iris knew about it and agreed to 

1. it. 

It was all so surreal and Patrick struggled to comprehend the situation. 

Damian, Penny, and the others were shocked as well. 



Nigel, who thought that Leon was a womanizer like him, mentioned the 

relationship between Leon and Cynthia in front of the Scammells on pur

pose in the hope of turning them against one another. 

It turned out that both Iris and Cynthia agreed to share the same man, an

d he was so stunned that he doubted everything that he ever knew. 

“Grandpa, you don’t understand. Cynthia loves Leon deeply and both Le

on and I owe her everything. This is between the three of us, and we’ll h

andle it. Just stay out of it!” Iris said hastily. 

“Stay out of it?! Iris, this is a monogamous society. This makes you a mi

stress! I’m your grandfather, and I can’t possibly stay out of this!” Patric

k gritted out. 

“Listen to me, Grandpa. I’m going this out of my own will. Can you just

 leave me be?” Iris argued. 

“I don’t care if you are doing this willingly. I’ll never approve of someth

ing so ridiculous!” Patrick said sternly. 

He did not know why Iris was so tolerant of Leon, but he knew that this l

ove triangle was abnormal and 

immoral, and he could not allow his granddaughter to commit such a sha

meless act. 
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Atlanta, Night, Paradise Villa Area. 

Two people sat opposite each other in the spacious and bright living 

room. A divorce agreement was placed 

in front of them. 



The man was wearing a pressed and flat suit, with perfect facial features 

and indifferent look. 

There was a strong sense of oppression all over his body. 

He looked at the silent girl opposite coldly, and his eyes were as pitch-

dark as the midnight outside. 

“Divorce on Monday.” Jason said without any doubt, his voice was cold, 

and his voice was deep. 

“You can ask for anything you need besides the compensation in the 

divorce agreement.” 

“Why is it so sudden?” Sarah’s voice was lower than before. 

Jason said simply, “Jenny is back.” 

Sarah knew who Jenny was. After a short silence, she agreed: “OK.” 

Jason paused. 

It seemed that he didn’t expect she would agree so readily. 

Sarah opened the divorce agreement, read the words on it, and 

remembered her encountered with Jason in 

the past. 

Two years ago, they met at AY Club at Atlanta. 

She was preoccupied and met the lovelorn Jason. 

After two drinks, they seemed to have found a confidant and talked 

happily. 

They left after drinking and did nothing afterwards. 



She saw him again on the third day after that night. Jason came to her 

with a special assistant to talk about 

marriage. 

She agreed. 

After getting married, he was really good to her. He took good care of 

her. He helped her to solve her 

problems as soon as possible. 

When she was sick, he made medicine for her personally. After washing 

hair, he took the initiative to help her 

dry it. 

They had such a good relationship. 

Until half a year ago, he answered a phone call. 

He changed after that call. 

Get Bo 

He was indifferent to her and was no longer gentle. 

It was on that day that she learned that the reason why Jason married her 

and treated her so well after 

marriage was because she looked like his ex-girlfriend Jenny. 

Thinking about this, Sarah pursed her lips and asked Jason lightly, “Did 

you just say that I can ask for any 

compensation?” 

“Yes.” Jason said concisely. 



“Any compensation?” Sarah raised her eyes and looked at him. His 

delicate facial features were not as 

energetic as he was in the past. 

Being stared with such eyes, Jason felt a little guilty: “Yes.” 

He thought about it. 

As long as Sarah’s requirements were not excessive, he will try to meet 

them. 

In the past year, she had been very good to him. 

“Well, I want the most expensive supercar in your garage.” 

“Yes.” 

“A villa in the suburbs.” 

“Fine.” 

“Split billions of money you made in two years of marriage.” 

When he heard about it. 

Jason, who had never changed his face, finally moved his eyes. 

Afraid that he had heard it wrong, he opened his thin lips and asked, 

“What did you say?” 

“The property after marriage belongs to the joint property of the husband 

and wife. 

Based on my calculation, Visit this site to read the correct chapter 

alaniniz(dot)com besides your investment and financial management, 

your salary in the past two years of marriage plus the company’s 

dividend will amount to tens of billions.” 



Sarah said seriously and didn’t mean to joke at all. “I don’t want more. I 

just want forty percent of it.” 

Jason: “??” 

Sarah then said, “Of course, I will give forty percent of my income to 

you.” 

“Sarah!” Jason was very angry. 

Just now, he must be crazy, feeling guilty about her. Why didn’t he find 

that she loved money so much before. 

Sarah looked up at him and asked him seriously: “Can’t you?” 

Of course not! 

Jason denied without thinking about it. 

“If it doesn’t work, it doesn’t matter.” Sarah put down the signature pen 

and said, 

“The next time I meet with your elders, I will tell them about your 

spiritual infidelity in marriage. I believe they will support me. 

Jason’s whole body was cold, and his eyes were like knives. 

He did not expect that this woman had two sides. So she pretended to be 

innocent in the past. 

“Are you sure you want to talk to me like this?” 

“Yes 

Sarah stared at him. 

She knew that he hated threats most, but so what? She also hated marital 

infidelity most. 



“Fine.” Jason’s eyes were deep and his face was cold. 

“I’ll give it to you, but if the divorce is not going well, you know the 

consequences.” 

“Mr. Noth, are you threatening me?” Sarah sat on the chair, and her eyes 

were serious. 

This look. 

Jason had never seen it. 

Sarah had been sensible, obedient and gentle since they got married for 

two years. She had never been so confrontational with him. 

“No.” Jason had already figured out how to deal with her, and his voice 

was cold. 

“I will give you house, car, and money. Divorce on Monday.” 

Sarah turned her eyes and said slowly, “There is one more thing.” 

“Say.” Jason’s patience gradually disappeared. 

“Go shopping with me tomorrow.” Sarah didn’t seem to feel the chill on 

his body. 

“After shopping, I will go back to your family with you and tell the 

elders about our divorce. 

The reason of our divorce is I don’t like you anymore.” 

“Good.” Jason agreed. 

After talking. 

Jason didn’t want to stay here for a moment. He walked out coldly. 



Before he came, he even thought that if Sarah could hardly accept the 

divorce, he could give her more time to Get Tra 

get used to it. 

Now when he thought again.. 

It’s not hard to accept. 

She was eager to divorce him early so as to share his property. 

If Sarah knew his idea, and she would laugh: will I care about your 

money? 

“I won’t be back tonight. I’ll pick you up at nine tomorrow morning to 

go shopping.” 

When he came to the door, Jason stopped and said, “You should list the 

places you want to go in advance.” 

“Are you going to find Jenny?” 

“It’s none of your business.” 

“I don’t like being betrayed.” Sarah did not pretend after having the talk 

with him, “You’d better not ask her to 

go to bed before divorce.” 

Jason’s face darkened. 

He stepped back and came to Sarah and looked at her from a 

commanding position. 

Sarah was not affected by it: “Why, you can’t wait for two and a half 

days?” 



“I know you have a grudge in your heart, so don’t use these words to 

stimulate me.” Jason was not angry. He thought carefully. 

If he were treated like this, he might be more extreme than her. “We are 

just divorced, not enemies.” 

Sarah: “…” 

Can he be more shameless? 

“Take an early break.” Leaving this sentence behind, Jason left. 

The moment the door closed. 

The divorce agreement was quietly placed on the table, and Sarah stood 

there for a long time. 

It was not true that there was no mood fluctuation. 

From the moment she knew she was being treated as a substitute half a 

year ago, she suffered. 

Jason was her first love in her 24 years of life. Before the phone call, he 

was a perfect husband in everything except being reticent. 

 

 


